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Electronic Health Records

EHRs are digital repositories of health information.

They are used to record patient-related information, including

• Demographics

• Vitals and other measurements

• Physical examination

• Laboratory test orders and results

• Lifestyle &tc questionnaires

• Diagnoses

• Prescriptions

• Procedures

• Images

• Past history



Patient representation

• Diagnoses

• Prescriptions

• Procedures

• Laboratory results

• (Observations)



Structured representations

Coding schemes

• International Classification of Disease (ICD)

• READ codes

• Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

• SNOMED-CT

• Dictionary of medicines + devices

Computer-based documentation

• Care pathways

• Templates

• Structured data entry



Medical Data Analytics

Clinical Characterisation (Tally)

Population-level estimation (Estimate)

Patient-level prediction (Predict)

Hripscak 2019, MedInfo keynote presentation



Electronic Health Records: Texts!

Much clinical information is entered into the electronic record in 
free text form

• Reason for visit

• Progress notes

• Clinical letters

• Radiology reports

• Histopathology reports

• Discharge summaries

More effective use of this information will enable analysis of 
outcomes, prognoses, treatment effectiveness, harm, etc. 

Roberts A. (2017) Language, Structure, and Reuse in the Electronic Health Record. AMA J Ethics. 19(3):281-288.



Structured vs Unstructured data

“While coding schemes might accurately describe a 
patient as a member of some group, they were never 
designed to describe the individual patient in detail.”

Roberts (2017)

Roberts A. (2017) Language, Structure, and Reuse in the Electronic Health Record. AMA J Ethics. 19(3):281-288.



Clinical text is a rich
information resource

April 14, 2007 

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Shortness of breath. 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: This 68-year-old female presents to the 

emergency department with shortness of breath that has gone on for 

4-5 days, progressively getting worse. It comes on with any kind of 

activity whatsoever. She has had a nonproductive cough. She has not 

had any chest pain. She has had chills but no fever. 

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT COURSE: The patient was admitted. She has had 

intermittent episodes of severe dyspnea. Lungs were clear. These 

would mildly respond to breathing treatments and morphine. Her 

D‐dimer was positive. We cannot scan her chest; therefore, a nuclear 
V/Q scan has been ordered. However, after consultation with Dr. C, 

it is felt that she is potentially too unstable to go for this. 

Given the positive D‐dimer and her severe dyspnea, we have weighed 
the risks and benefits of anticoagulation with her heme-positive 

stools. She states that she has been constipated lately and doing a 

lot of straining. Given the possibility of a PE, it was felt like 

anticoagulation was very important at this time period; therefore, 

she was anticoagulated. The patient will be admitted to the 

hospital under Dr. C.



DeepEHR

• Large-scale use of observational data from EHR

• 216,221 adult patients hospitalized across two hospitals -> 
46,864,534,945 data points

• in-hospital mortality (AUROC 0.93–0.94)

• 30-day unplanned readmission (AUROC 0.75–0.76)

• prolonged length of stay (AUROC 0.85–0.86)

• patient’s final discharge diagnoses (AUROC 0.90)

• Used free text in one hospital: bag of words model
npj Digital Medicine (2018)1:18 ; doi:10.1038/s41746-018-0029-1



‘Bag of words’

She has had a nonproductive cough. She has not had 

any chest pain. She has had chills but no fever.

a : 1

any : 1

but : 1

chest : 1

chills : 1

cough : 1

fever : 1

had : 3

has : 3

no : 1

nonproductive : 1

not : 1

pain : 1

she : 3



Recognising concepts

April 14, 2007 

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Shortness of breath. 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: This 68-year-old female presents to the 

emergency department with shortness of breath that has gone on for 

4-5 days, progressively getting worse. It comes on with any kind of 

activity whatsoever. She has had a nonproductive cough. She has not 

had any chest pain. She has had chills but no fever. 

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT COURSE: The patient was admitted. She has had 

intermittent episodes of severe dyspnea. Lungs were clear. These 

would mildly respond to breathing treatments and morphine. Her 

D‐dimer was positive. We cannot scan her chest; therefore, a nuclear 
V/Q scan has been ordered. However, after consultation with Dr. C, 

it is felt that she is potentially too unstable to go for this. 

Given the positive D‐dimer and her severe dyspnea, we have weighed 
the risks and benefits of anticoagulation with her heme-positive 

stools. She states that she has been constipated lately and doing a 

lot of straining. Given the possibility of a PE, it was felt like 

anticoagulation was very important at this time period; therefore, 

she was anticoagulated. The patient will be admitted to the 

hospital under Dr. C.



Extracting key concepts

(symptoms)

shortness of breath

dyspnea

cough

chills

constipated

chest pain

(test results)

D‐dimer was positive

positive D‐dimer

(demographics and status)

68-year-old

female

admitted

(therapies)

breathing treatments

morphine

anticoagulated

(durations and intensities)

4-5 days

intermittent

mild

Text analysis supporting structured (coded) representation of clinical texts.



Enriching structured data in 
health data analytics with text

Public Health applications

• syndromic surveillance

• adverse drug event detection

• infection monitoring

Precision medicine

• clinical histories and timelines

• prognosis

• drug response

Mental Health applications

• suicidal ideation

• delirium

• crisis triaging



Nuances and Relationships

April 14, 2007 

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Shortness of breath. 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: This 68-year-old female presents to the 

emergency department with shortness of breath that has gone on for 

4-5 days, progressively getting worse. It comes on with any kind of 

activity whatsoever. She has had a nonproductive cough. She has not 

had any chest pain. She has had chills but no fever. 

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT COURSE: The patient was admitted. She has had 

intermittent episodes of severe dyspnea. Lungs were clear. These 

would mildly respond to breathing treatments and morphine. Her 

D‐dimer was positive. We cannot scan her chest; therefore, a nuclear 
V/Q scan has been ordered. However, after consultation with Dr. C, 

it is felt that she is potentially too unstable to go for this. 

Given the positive D‐dimer and her severe dyspnea, we have weighed 
the risks and benefits of anticoagulation with her heme-positive 

stools. She states that she has been constipated lately and doing a 

lot of straining. Given the possibility of a PE, it was felt like 

anticoagulation was very important at this time period; therefore, 

she was anticoagulated. The patient will be admitted to the 

hospital under Dr. C.



Consideration #1
Language is productive

“insomnia”

sleeplessness

sleeping poorly

repeatedly wakes up at [x] am

restless in bed

unsettled at night

tossing and turning

sleep deprivation

feeling like a vampire



Consideration #2
Language is ambiguous

“cold”

low temperature

common cold

cold sensation



Language is productive & 
ambiguous

“radiation”

electromagnetic energy

radiation therapy

electromagnetic waves

electromagnetic radiation

cancer radiation

radiotherapy

radiotherapeutics



Consideration #3
Language is relational

grandfather died of pancreatic cancer

shifted off Zantac to Nexium

chemotherapy accelerates osteoporosis but eliminates tumours

barbiturate-induced coma

chest pain last pm when lying on L)side.

chest and stomach pain since biopsy 2/7



Consideration #4
Negation is very important

no

no abnormal signal

no evidence

normal

normal appearances

resection

appropriate

appropriate for the patient's age

atypical

less likely

maintained

commensurate with the degree of 
atrophy elsewhere

no evidence of

non

not a typical pattern for

not dilated

preserved

resolved

size age appropriate

stable

symmetrical

unremarkable

within normal limits

without



Consideration #5
Text is created by humans

 typos

 missing/unrecorded information

 mix of time references (present, past, future)

 mix of perspectives (patient comments, clinical observations)

 conveying uncertainty and intuition

 without standardisation in mind

 behaviours such as copy-and-paste between notes can impact 
interpretation and statistics of the information



Consideration #6
Clinical text types vary widely

• Texts created for different purposes:

 ‘quick’ presenting complaint / reason for visit

(use for triage, pain scoring, urgency determination)

 documentation of a visit

 communication between medical providers

(clinical letters)

 statement of observations

(pathology reports, radiology reports)



Consideration #7
Text is contextual

• Local lingo

• Local references

• Local practices

• Local pressures

Downing, Bates, Longhurst (2018) Ann Intern Med; PMID: 29801050



Corollary:
Text reflects human behavior

3/7 Hx severe sharp stabbing abdo pain and upper epigastric region 
referred by Dr Hinxton Phx Illeostomy-bowel perf, scleraderma

Severe headache for 3/7. Known AVM dx RMH 3 yrs ago. 
Intermittent blurred vision, numbness in hands, nausea and 

vomiting.  Pt of Mr Lawson.

Essentially , Mr. Cornea is a 60 year old male who noted the onset of 
dark urine during early January.



Challenges: for text analytics

NLP algorithms are never perfect!

• Robustness to natural language variation

 errors in documentation

 many different ways to express the same idea

 notes may not use full, grammatical, sentences

• Generalisability across EHRs, Doctors, geographic areas, etc.

 local/individual terminology variations

 different documentation practices or document types

 Important for clinicians to be aware of limitations and level of 
performance of the algorithms



Challenges: privacy

• Privacy and ethics concerns impact availability of clinical texts 
more than other clinical data sources

 Less controlled (by necessity)

 More potential for leakage of personal information

NLP-based 
deidentification 

algorithms



Conclusions

• There are tremendous opportunities to leverage clinical texts via 
natural language processing to capture and utilise patient 
information

 texts are an important and significant part of the clinical record

 research is moving from code-level modelling to patient-level 
modeling

• Clinical text is highly variable

 term dictionaries inevitably incomplete (and don’t capture all 
the relevant type of information anyway)

 limited available data for training robust and generalisable
statistically-based/learning-based models

• Nevertheless progress is being made



Thank you!
@karinv
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Deidentified data

<RECORD ID="502">

<TEXT>

<PHI TYPE="ID">113416550</PHI>

<PHI TYPE="HOSPITAL">PRGH</PHI>

<PHI TYPE="ID">13523357</PHI>

<PHI TYPE="ID">630190</PHI>

<PHI TYPE="DATE">6/7</PHI>/1999 12:00:00 AM

Admission Date : <PHI TYPE="DATE">06/07</PHI>/1999

Discharge Date : <PHI TYPE="DATE">06/13</PHI>/1999

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS :

Essentially , Mr. <PHI TYPE="PATIENT">Cornea</PHI> is a 60 year old male who noted 

the onset of dark urine during early <PHI TYPE="DATE">January</PHI> .

He underwent CT and ERCP at the <PHI TYPE="HOSPITAL">Lisonatemi Faylandsburgnic, 

Community Hospital</PHI> with a stent placement and resolution of jaundice .

He underwent an ECHO and endoscopy at <PHI TYPE="HOSPITAL">Ingree and Ot of 

Weamanshy Medical Center</PHI> on <PHI TYPE="DATE">April 28</PHI> .

He was found to have a large , bulging , extrinsic mass in the lesser curvature of 

his stomach .

Fine needle aspiration showed atypical cells , positively reactive mesothelial 

cells .

Abdominal CT on <PHI TYPE="DATE">April 14</PHI> , showed a 12 x 8 x 8 cm mass in 

the region of the left liver , and appeared to be from the lesser curvature of the 

stomach or left liver .



Patient similarity 
based on texts

Wang Y et al (2018). MedSTS: a resource for clinical semantic textual similarity. Language Resources and Evaluation. 1:1-6.

Semantic Text Similarity:  compute similarity of text snippets

5: Completely equivalent; mean the same thing
S1→Albuterol [PROVENTIL] 90 mcg/Act HFA Aerosol 2 puffs by inhalation every 4 h as needed

S2→Albuterol [PROVENTIL] 90 mcg/Act HFA Aerosol 1-2 puffs by inhalation every 4 h as needed #1 

each

4: Mostly equivalent; some unimportant details differ
S1→Discussed goals, risks, alternatives, advanced directives, and the necessity of other members 

of the surgical team participating in the procedure with the patient

S2→Discussed risks, goals, alternatives, advance directives, and the necessity of other members 

of the healthcare team participating in the procedure with the patient and his mother

3: Roughly equivalent, but some important information differs/missing
S1→Cardiovascular assessment findings include heart rate normal, Heart rhythm, atrial 

fibrillation with controlled ventricular response

S2→Cardiovascular assessment findings include heart rate, bradycardic, Heart rhythm, first 

degree AV Block

2: Not equivalent, but share some details

1: Not equivalent, but are on the same topic

0: Completely dissimilar



Patient-level STS

• How best to establish patient-level or even visit-level similarity?

 Can humans agree on this task?

 How to combine information?

o across documents

o across visits

o across structured data and text

 Complex variations in the EHR data, including in the text

o Co-morbidities

o Timelines

o Narrative structure



Clinical letters in cancer

Clinical letters can be the main (if not sole) record of a 
cancer patient’s clinical journey.

• Follow up care of cancer patients is often split 
between different clinicians and health services

• Often no shared EMR exists

• Clinical letters are commonly the only method of 
information transfer in these situations

• Letters are typically sent after each clinical encounter

Pitson G et al (2017). Developing a manually annotated corpus of clinical letters for breast cancer patients on routine follow-up. 
Studies in Health Technology and Informatics. Volume 235:196-200. IOS Press.



Sample document
 

Dear LMO  

 

Re:  _PT_NAME_ 

 

UR: 123123  

DOB: 01/01/1954  

Seen: 12 July 2010  

 

DIAGNOSIS: Left breast invasive ductal carcinoma, multifocal with two lesions measuring 28 

mm and 15 mm, 4/21 lymph nodes involved, no metastases, ER/PR positive and 

HER2 negative. 
SUMMARY  

FEB 2010 - Self palpated a lump and mammogram and ultrasound showed two lesions.  Core biopsy 

confirmed it to be carcinoma.   

MAR 2010 - Wide local excision and axillary dissection on 23/03/10.   

OCT 2010 -  Treatment with adjuvant radiotherapy. 

NOV 2010 -  To start adjuvant Tamoxifen for 5 years. 

 

It was a pleasure to see _PT_NAME_ in the Medical Oncology Clinic today.  

 

At her last visit Tamoxifen was commenced as her hormonal strategy for her hormone receptor 

positive, HER 2 negative lobular breast cancer.  She has tolerated this medication well with mild hot 

flushes and joint stiffness.  

 

Examination of the breasts was unremarkable and both axillae were also normal.  The chest was clear 

and the abdomen was soft and non-tender with no organomegaly.   

 

I’ve made an appointment to see _PT_NAME_ again in 3-months time with a repeat mammogram at 

Lake Imaging.  Copies of this should be sent to you as well as the rest of the treating team. 

 

Her alopecia is recovering.  Otherwise she is doing well and we’ll see her in February.  

 

Thank you for your ongoing care of _PT_NAME_ in the community. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Medical Oncology Registrar 



Clinician-annotated document



Annotation concepts

Concept Details

Therapy related Mention of endocrine therapy (the expected treatment in this 
corpus) but also other cancer and non-cancer related 
treatments.

Clinical Comment on clinical features and severity, tests, results and 
note of comorbidities.

Recurrence Statements indicating possible recurrence or statements 
indicating lack or absence of recurrence.

Follow-up Plans for further appointments with the letter sender.

Discussion Allowed distinction between mention of other concepts (such as 
therapy) in the context of a discussion rather than as part of 
current therapy).

Supporting Additional info, such as time points indicating currency of 
therapy (e.g., prior, current, future).



Relations linking concepts

Relations Details

Therapy Linking therapy to timing, toxicities or interventions for 
recurrence.

Clinical Linking clinical findings to severity, comorbidities or negation.

Recurrence Linking possible recurrence statements to clinical findings. 

Results-
Discussion

Linking any discussion to the context of discussion or results to 
investigations.

731 sentences
14,442  tokens
Over 1,500 relation occurrences 



Case Study #2:
Brain Tumors in MRI reports

Concept Details

MRI-epileptogenic-lesion atropy or tissue loss, malformation of cortical 
development, vascular anomalies, tumors, etc.

MRI-nonepileptogenic-abnormality cerebral aneurysm, brachycephaly, cerebellar 
atrophy, etc.

Location lateralisation/distribution; cortical, subcortical

Features agenesis, atrophy, cortical thinning, etc.

Hakami et al (2013) MRI-identified pathology in adults with new-onset seizures

Relation Details

possible-relation Expression of the possibility of some concept

unlikely-relation Expression of the unlikeliness or negation of some 
concept


